
Vikings and the SAT
A brief summary of ONE Pathway.

The Platform, the Practice, and the Performance.





ONE Pathway
Data from the Class of 2023  
Self-reported to College Board by our students on the “Exam Set Up”

70 students
21.1% of test takers indicated a plan to attend a four year college.

—-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

102 students*
30.8% of seniors met both benchmarks  *superscore possible

Source:  SAT 2023 Cohort Report, Indiana GPS Dashboard



ONE Pathway
Definition of Meeting Benchmark  

11th Grade ERW Benchmark Score: 480
The SAT Evidence-Based Reading and Writing (ERW) benchmark is associated with a 75% 
chance of earning at least a C in first-semester, credit-bearing, college-level courses in 
history, literature, social science, or writing.

11th Grade Math Benchmark Score:  530
The SAT Math benchmark is the section score associated with a 75% chance of earning at 
least a C in first-semester, credit-bearing, college-level courses in algebra, statistics, 
precalculus, or calculus.  

A student who meets both benchmarks scores at least 1010.                           
This would fulfill one (of several) graduation pathway options.



The Platform

  64 min / 54 Questions 70 min / 44 Questions

                Total Test Time:  2 hours 14 min

ERW 
Part I

Mix of easy, medium, and hard questions.

ERW 
Part I

Mix of easy, 
medium, and 

hard questions

ERW 
Part 2

Adapts based 
on Part I 

performance

Math
Part I

Mix of easy, 
medium, and 

hard questions.

Math 
Part 2

Adapts based 
on Part I 

performance

10 min 
Break

Digital SAT School Day Experience
“Junior Breakfast” prior to testing.



The Platform
Scoring:  

● All test questions are correct or incorrect, with no penalty 
for guessing.

● The difficulty level and other qualities of each question (such 
as how well it differentiates skill level or how easy it is to 
guess on a question) are taken into account when 
calculating a student’s score.

● This score is then converted to the reported scaled score of 
200–800 for each of the sections (Math and EBW).



Practice

ERW Sample Question 



Practice
Math Sample Question 



Practice
Highlight:  February 21st Two Hour Delay

● 56 students came at 7:15am (even earlier than a normal 
school day) for extra work instead of sleeping in.

● Cafeteria staff made a nice breakfast and students were able to eat 
while we worked.

● Math and English teachers were active around the room assisting 
students/groups.     

● Performance data is strong for this group of students.



Performance  



Performance  (NOT FINAL - does not include make-up window testers)



Performance (NOT FINAL - does not include make-up window testers)
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Performance (NOT FINAL - does not include make-up window testers)

 



Closing Comments
Platform

Build quality student learning experiences, particularly in 
high-level classes.   Build tasks that are timed, require mental 
toughness, and force students to select best answer choices.

Practice
Build upon this year’s well attended practice sessions.         
Revisit pro/con of our 11th graders “opting in” to the PSAT.

Performance

Define and maximize the potential of our programming.  

Remember, this is ONE Pathway


